
1 International Arrival : transfer  Oaxaca  ---  
 from airport to hotel in
 Oaxaca’s downtown.

2 Oaxaca: City tour, visit  the  Oaxaca  B
 historical buildings, museums, 
 markets and attractions.
                                
3 Artisans route: Sculpture, Alebrijes  Oaxaca  B 
 and Black Pottery workshops.

4 Nature and colors: Visit the petrified  Oaxaca  B
  waterfalls of Hierve el Agua, Oaxaca.

5 Monte Alban archaeological site  Oaxaca  B
 and green clay workshop

6 International Departure:       ---  B
  transfer from the hotel to the 
 airport.

MAGICAL oaxaca
Monte alban, hierve el agua & ARTCRAFTS

6 days
5 nights

Day            Route                              Lodging             Meals



MAGICAL OAXACA
DETAILED ITINERARY
YEAR-ROUND OPERATION

Day 1: International arrival - OAXACA

Welcome to Oaxaca.

Upon arrival you will be met by a member of the MX3 Travel team for your transfer to your
hotel in downtown.

You will have the afternoon free to rest.

Lodging at selected hotel in Oaxaca.
Meals included: None.

Day 2: City tour oaxaca

At the appointed time, your guide will be waiting for you in the hotel lobby to start your day & adventure.

Oaxaca: City tour (half day experience)
Start the day with a walking tour of the city, visiting the beautiful neighborhoods of Xochimilco, 
Jalatlaco, its main buildings and attractions. Also visit its main markets and learn about its 
vast gastronomic heritage while tasting some of the most traditional dishes and ingredients.

Lodging at selected hotel in Oaxaca.
Meals included: Breakfast.

Day 3: Artisans route

At the agreed time, your guide will be waiting for you at the hotel lobby to continue your tour.

Visit the workshops of artcrafts (full day experience)
Visit a workshop that will make your emotions fly; meet a man who has been stopped by nothing to continue 
doing what he is passionate about, not even blindness. Afterwards, go to the alebrijes workshop; longed-for 
woods and brightly colored Mexican folk art sculptures of fantastic (fantasy / mythical) creatures. 
At the end of the demonstration head to our next destination. The place where the experts of black clay live, 
a traditional pottery production of Oaxaca. In this beautiful place, you can have a small mezcal tasting to liven 
up the moment and a demonstration of how the pieces are created.

Lodging at selected hotel in Oaxaca.
Meals included: Breakfast.

Day 4: Nature and colors

At the agreed time, your guide will be waiting for you in the hotel lobby to explore Calakmul.

Visit Hierve el Agua & El Tule (full day experience)
Leave early in the morning to head towards the petrified waterfalls of Hierve el Agua. Hike along a trail that 
will take you to see the best views of this natural sculpture. On the way back, enjoy a swim in its natural pools. 
Afterwards, go to the village where you can visit a wool rug workshop. 
Finish the tour by visiting the largest tree in Mexico, El Tule. Have fun with the children of the village who will 
show you the figures they can find on the tree while having an icecream or a drink.

Lodging at selected hotel in Oaxaca.
Meals included: Breakfast.



Day 5: Montealban archaeological site

At the agreed time, your guide will be waiting for you at the hotel lobby to discover the archaeological site of
Monte Alban.

Monte Alban arqueological site & green clay pottery.
Visit Monte Alban, an archaeological site located near the city of Oaxaca. Walk through this beautiful city, 
capital of the Zapotec civilization, full of large plazas, truncated pyramids, a court to play tlachtli (ball game), 
passages and about 170 tombs. After this visit, head  to a village where you will witness how the traditional 
and beautiful green clay pottery is created.

Lodging at selected hotel in Oaxaca.
Meals included: Breakfast.

Day 6: International departure

At the scheduled time, a member of the MX3 Travel team will pick you up at your hotel lobby for the
transfer to the airport.

Meals included: Breakfast.



 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.hotelsinnombre.com/

